chevron marine lubricants
helping you navigate your journey

Chevron and its legacy companies have been leaders in marine
lubrication for more than a century. More than just suppliers and
developers of reliable marine lubricants, coolants and technical
services, we deliver security of supply backed up by regional
support to customers across the world.
World-class products and services

Our industry-leading high performance lubricants
are recognised for their reliability, efficiency and
protective properties. All of our marine lubricants
are fully approved by, or meet the requirements of,
major marine equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
At Chevron Marine Lubricants, we always ‘do the
right thing’ by our customers, developing and
delivering rigorously tested, regulation-ready,
approved products without ever cutting corners.

supplier

By anticipating changes in regulations and
technology that impact the shipping industry and
continually developing innovative solutions for our
customers, we aim to be the lubricants partner of
choice for the global marine community.

Choice, reliability, integrity
Lead your business forward with Chevron Marine
Lubricants solutions and expert support that
will future-proof your organisation and keep you
regulation-compliant. Whichever operational route
you choose — we’ve got you covered.

FAST ™ vessel optimization
Predictive measures and analysis play a vital role in the
maintenance of equipment onboard your vessels, and
deliver that all-important thing: peace of mind. The FAST
service can help identify contamination or wear — before it
results in costly downtime. DOT.FAST® and FAST customers
benefit from expert recommendations delivered online,
from our global ISO-certified laboratories.

DOT.FAST® drip oil analysis
Our drip oil analysis kit DOT.FAST is a complete service for
onboard testing of used cylinder oil samples. DOT.FAST can
help operators optimise cylinder oil feed rates feed rates,
measure total iron wear and detect corrosion in the engine.
DOT.FAST is recommended by major slow speed twostroke engine OEMs MAN Energy Solutions and Wärtsilä to
optimize the efficiency of your engine.

Reliability, delivered globally
• FAST™ vessel optimization services and
technical expertise
• On-board drip oil analysis made easy with
DOT.FAST®
• Taro® Ultra range of 2020 regulation-ready
cylinder oil solutions
• Advanced procurement platform OnePort™,
for what you need — when you want it

FAST services

Digital order management
Save valuable time with OnePort, a one-stop-shop
for all your lubrication needs. OnePort is designed
to drive efficiency and speed up the ordering
process, enabling you to spend more time and
resources increasing value in your business.

future-proof

OEM approved

FAST is a comprehensive fluid analysis service that
provides analysis of all lubricated parts aboard your
vessel. Technical teams at our global laboratories provide
reliable interpretations of FAST test results and actionable
recommendations based on the data. DOT.FAST and
FAST customers receive regular laboratory analysis
from experienced engineers.

optimize feed rates

global support

For more information, contact your Chevron Marine Lubricants representative or visit chevronmarineproducts.com
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